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DON JULIAN and The Meadowlarks

(Dootone 405)

«
,
“I AM A BELIEVER" (2:18)

1©T [Dootsie Williams BMI— Don
Julian] Don Julian and The Meadow-
larks blend sweetly on a slow paced
romancer. Tender offering. Pleasing-

wax.

B
“BOOGIE WOOGIE TEENAGE"
(2:25) [Dootsie Williams BMI

—

Leroy Jenkins] Julian and the Mea-
dowlarks bounce with spirit on a

quick beat rocker. Well done, tho

gimmicks have a “too oft done feel-

ing”. Ok coupler.

PARAKEETS QUINTET
(Atlas 1069)

n . “MY HEART TELLS ME” (2:35)
Jp*>* [McAvery Music BMI—Martin]
The Parakeets Quintet does a good
job in chanting the quick beat roman-
tic bouncer. It is an infectious offer-

ing and comes off with a good sound.

A strong performance of a melodic
hunk of material. Watch it.

B
“YVONNE” (2:32) [McAvery
BMI—Martin] The Parakeets back

with a slow blues ballad, begging
“Yvonne” to come back. A restful

side that does not have the same
potential as “Heart”. Leroy Williams
handles the lead on both decks.

LLOYD PRICE
(Specialty 582)

D,“FORGIVE ME, CLAWDY”
W (2:05) [Venice BMI—L. Price]
Lloyd Price gives buyers another
strong Price wax as he asks Clawdy
to “open up the door for me”. He’s
been gone two years and begs her
forgiveness. Solid r & b stuff well
done. Price may break out with this
one.

B
,
“I’M GLAD, GLAD” (2:02) [Ven-

D+ice BMI— Price] Driving up-
tempo rocker that Price belts- with
excitement all the way. Wild wailing
and breakneck instrumental backing.

s

Another good deck.

THE BLUE NOTES
(Josie 800)

O, “IP YOU LOVE ME” (2:38)
[Duchess BMI—Parsons, Monnot]

The Blue Notes render a moving read-
ing of the lovely tune. It is a strong
item that should get good action and
has a great chance to break through
for chart action. Watch it closely.

B “THERE’S SOMETHING IN
YOUR EYES, ELOISE” (2:42)

[Benell BMI— Burleigh] The Notes
rock a quick beat with a jump read-
ing that moves with excitement. Rock-
ing deck.

TAB SMITH

m "VC YO BLUES” (2:30) [Pamlee
«*' BMI—Smith] Tab Smith and his
crchrstva etch a slow mood blues with
tbs Smith sax taking the featured
role. Good instrumental deck.

® “PEEL LIKE A WANNA DIE”® (2:35) [Pamlee BMI—Smith] Ray
King handles the vocal on this slow
blues side. King wails to the effectual
musical support of the Smith aggre-
gation. Another mood wax.
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“SHE’S GOT IT” (2:12)
[Venice BMI—Penniman, Marascalco]

“HEEBY-JEEBIES” (2:10)
[Venice BMI—Jackson, Marascalco]

LITTLE RICHARD (Specialty 584)

© Little Richard does two sides

in his own “Little Richard” man-
ner and when Little Richard copies

the Little Richard gimmicks they
still come off with excitement and
sock appeal. Since “Tutti Fruiti”

there have been any number of

Richard gimmicks imitated, but no
one can capture and retain the wild
quality that the chanter imparts.
Both decks, “She’s Got It” and
“Heeby-Jeebies”, are hits. They
drive, stir you up, and teeners will

flip their lids when they latch on
to this release. Start ordering now
—solid money makers.

LITTLE RICHARD

FLAMINGOS

• The Flamingos are presented

here with a strong piece of delec-

table material, “The Vow”. It is

a slow, sincere love song chanted

by the talented Flamingos with

“THE VOW” (2:38)
[Arc BMI—Motola, Carey, Webb]

“SHILLY DIf.LY” (2:24)
[Arc BMI—Motola, Webb]

THE FLAMINGOS (Checker 846)

touching simplicity. A moving wax
tenderly portrayed. It has the

qualifications needed to become a

hit. It has romance, simple but

melodious tune, delicate but excel-

lent vocal teamwork, and the teen-

age rhythm. This deck should be

a big one. The reverse, “Shilly

Dil!y”, sees The Famingos swing-

ing to a middle beat rock. It is

an engaging pleaser with a touch

of Little Richard, Stranded in the

Jungle and a whole lot of Flam-
ingos. Good deck, but we feel

stronger about “The Vow”.

“THE GIRL I LOVE” (2:29)
[Benell Music BMI—Navarro]

THAT’S ALL I NEED” (2:30)
[Rush BMI—Willis]

THE CADILLACS (Josie 805)

• The Cadillacs offer a complete
change of pace from their former
hits and emerge with a moving
treatment of a slow ballad pretty,

“The Girl I Love”. It is a delight-

fully melodic waxing with a haunt-
ing air. The Cadillacs perform with
the proper amount of restraint and

tenderness as they blend softly
throughout. A strong release that
should put the Cadillacs right back
into the charts. The coupling,
“That’s All I Need”, is a slow beat
rhythm number that comes off a
strong second side. For the charts
it’s “The Girl I Love”.

“BUCHANAN AND GOODMAN ON TRIAL” (2:1514)
[Luniverse BMI—Buchanan, Goodman]

9 The young team has come up with another comic novelty and in view
of the tremendous reaction to the first record together with the appeal
of this release, Buchanan and Goodman should have another hit. See
review pop section.
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THE NOBLES
(Sapphire 151)

‘DO YOU LOVE ME” (2:31)

[Burton BMI—Cole] The Nobles

blend on a middle beat rhythm pretty.

A melodic item that comes off a good

side. The group does well with an
infectious hunk of material and ar-

rangement.

P ‘WHO’S BEEN RIDING MY
M MULE” (2:30) [Burton BMI—
Burley, Burton] The Nobles back with

a middle beat jump novelty and turn

in a good performance. The deep
voiced lead tells his story in engaging
fashion. Ok platter.

"FORGIVE ME, CLAWDY” ) , , . „ . r . ,

“I'M GLAD, GLAD" \
Ll°y d price Specialty 582

fk "IF YOU LOVE ME" The Blue Notes Josie 800

EDDIE (LOCKJAW) DAVIS TRIO
(King 4966)

B
“THE HAPPY WHISTLER”
(2:11) [Birchwood ASCAP—Don

Robertson] The Eddie Davis Trio of-

fers its sprightly version of the happy
tune and Davis followers will find it

a most enjoyable side. Light hearted
wax.

p, “TEACH ME TONIGHT” (2:44)
v< [Hub ASCAP—DePaul, Cahn]
Similar treatment of the slow beat,

rhythmic tune.

LINDA HOPKINS
(Federal 12281)

U ,
“MY LOVING BABY” (2:48)

Bt [R-T BMI — Turner, Toombs,
Glover] Linda Hopkins gives a full

voiced, hearty reading of a slow beat,

rhythm blues. The lass is of the re-

served belty school and is given an
exciting instrumental backing. Good
deck that generates sparks.

B
“I CAN’T” (2:45) [Jay & Cee
BMI—Snelson, Glover] Miss Hop-

kins wails a slow beat blues that comes
off well. However the material is not
as strong as the “My Loving Baby”
side.

SHERYL CROWLEY
(Flash 112)

B
“MY DEVOTION” (2:31) [Shag
BMI—Ernestine Smith] Sheryl

Crowley chants a slow beat blues with
an emotional performance. It is a
tender drifter well done.

p “IT AIN’T TO PLAY WITH!”
V i (2:20) [Shag BMI— Ernestine
Smith] Sheryl Crowley handles an
easy to listen to vocal singing a
rhythm number with a funky piano
lending a strong assist. Good pro-

gramming.

CALVAES
(Cobra 5003)

B
“FINE GIRL” (2:09) [Armel
BMI—Bedno] The Calvaes rock a

middle beat jump with a good and
exciting reading. It is ok rock and
roll stuff and the kids will like.

p “MAMBO FIESTA” (2:15) [Ar-

V+mel BMI—Brown] The Calvaes
back with a happy Latin beat confec-

tion. It is an engaging side, that

might be slightly under the commer-
cial nossibilities of “Fine Gii’l”.
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